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CORTINA, 1962
WALTER REIZES-REID

The Alpine Meet 1962 was based on Cortina d'Ampezzo in the
Dolomites; a very fortunate choice, and I modestly take full credit
for selecting this area. It was soon after I had accepted, in my
youthful innocence, the invitation to lead the meet that I came up
against my first difficulty I found I had no idea how even to start
to lead an Alpine Meet. Always ready to take advice, I asked a dozen
people where I should go and got, apart from the obvious suggestion,
fifteen different replies and three Don't Knows. Then I consulted
Bob, who is an old hand at this game of leading Alpine Meets, and his
advice was brutally simple and extremely workable: "Pick a spot you
want to go to and just hope others will join you." Wanting to go to
at least half a dozen I put them all in a hat and drew Cortina. A
start was made, and I prepared to face with magnanimity the possibility of leading a solo meet, but supporters gathered from far and
wide, no doubt lured by the promise of a rather disorganised affair
and cheap wine, and I finally mustered 24 clients including an
attractive South African contingent of two. There were also three
Stoats, or perhaps they already were M.A.M. cubs, who came early
and fled before the meet officially started, muttering things about the
Bernina through Chianti fumes.
We all camped, in what turned out to be a most delightful site on
the bank of a stream set in a pine wood. There was a restaurant
which was fine if you like Spaghetti and Minestrone, a well stocked
bar and all modern conveniences including cold and no-quite-so-cold
showers. Camping seems the most preferable mode of habitation when
climbing from Cortina, and a frame tent adds greatly to the enjoyment. It certainly takes the hardship out of camping and at least one
member decided to get with it and bought one as soon as he got back
to England. The town itself I found rather disappointing, being full
of tourists and traffic jams and one way streets. We all preferred
the quiet of our camp site, where by some unneighbourly roping-off
we had managed to get a whole corner to outselves and were feeling
quite at home. Too much so, perhaps, for we found very early starts a
bit of a problem. The temptation to linger over breakfast and gossip
with the neighbours was hard to resist and we seldom managed to
get away on time. I have often heard it said that the Dolomites are
like Wales, where one can wallow in the luxury of Glan Dena until
quite late and yet get a good day's climbing in, but this certainly
does not apply to the area around Cortina. Most of the routes there
are quite long, the way down is seldom easy, one usually manages to
lose one's way and time must be allowed for the necessary reorientation. We eventually did most of our climbing from huts and
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generally managed to get off the mountains before dark, though often
only with minutes to spare.
Most of us had never been to the area before, a lot of things were
new to us, but we learned as we went along. The first lesson came
quite early on. Coming down the ordinary route on the Cima Grande
unroped, on easy but steep rock, I dislodged one of the many loose
stones. It sailed down describing a graceful arc and landed with
a terrible plonk squarely on the head of an Austrian climber some
30 feet below me. He was not roped either, and having stopped feeling
surprised that he had not fallen off, I waited for the to-be-expected
invective in Viennese. I would have understood, every word, but he
just turned round and grinned he wore a crash helmet. We bought
ours early next morning. Crash helmets are a real neccessity for
climbing in the Dolomites and we can show the scars on ours to
prove it.
The Tre Cime are the best known group in the area and our first
steps naturally led in their direction. From the north they look truly
magnificent, three isolated towers, their overhanging faces easing
to vertical higher up. The Dibona ridge on the Cima Grande (grade 4)
enjoys a reputation as one of the finest ridge climbs in the Dolomites,
but the party who did it, after expecting great hazards, found it too
easy and the way down the Via Commune too stony. The route
certainly eases off considerably after the initial three pitches, but after
various complaints like too many cairns with too many climbers
in between, and the whole lot (including the climbers) loose, had
been thoroughly debated, it was generally agreed that it was a good
mountaineering route.
Nobody found any fault with the Cima Piccola, where both the
rock and the climbing were excellent. To ascend it quite a large
proportion of our party had foregathered at the Rifugio Auronzo and
spent the night there. This hut has the doubtful advantage of being
accessible by car and in consequence has completely lost the atmosphere one generally associates with mountain huts. And I don't mean
the smell. It is a big building with a huge dining room complete with
harassed waitresses and lovely sleeping accommodations being passed
off as Matratzenlager. All much too nice and impersonal for my
taste, and one almost felt compelled to wash in the morning. I did
not, and we set off reasonably early to mount our massed attack on
our peak. Three ropes of two went up the Via Commune from the
south-west while a rope of three climbed the North Wall, both very
good and interesting climbs, grade 3 and 4 respectively. We all
managed to reach to top at the same time; it was a perfect day and we
admired the view, took photographs and sat in the sun. Some more
climbers joined us and we all descended by the Via Commune which
consequently became somewhat congested. Hold-ups developed at
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various bottlenecks and the descent became a prolonged affair. We
reached the foot of the mountain at dusk, took some lovely sunset
pictures and reached the Rifugio Locatelli in the dark. Some of us,
however, had arranged to meet their wives and children at another
hut, the Rifugio Zsigmondy-Comici, so fortified by food and wine
they set off again and were reunited with their families at 3 o'clock
in the morning. Others, overcome by the food and wine, remained
where they were.
From the Rifugio Locatelli there is a short climb up Paterno,
and the parties who went up it found it a unique experience. The
approach to it is through a tunnel, a relic of the first World War;
one leaves the tunnel by the fourth window on the right and then
follows the ridge to the top. The tunnel is pitch dark, wet and quite
low in places, and here too crash helmets proved very useful. We
thought the crux of the climb was finding the entrance to the tunnel
and choosing the right exit. There is also a lake near the Rifugio,
just right for bathing, and the one and only pair of swimming trunks
were in great demand.
The Zsigmondi-Comici hut is a very comfortable typical Alpine hut
unspoilt by motor traffic. It is marvellously situated at the foot of
the impressive north face of the Croda da Toni. Route-finding is
quite complicated on this mountain, and as the weather had become
unsettled with threatening thunder we did not attempt any of the
long routes on the north face. One party ascended the east face but
unfortunately started up the wrong buttress and after getting quite
high up on rather loose rock wisely decided to turn back in time.
The party which successfully reached the top via the west face route
(grade 2-3) had their task made much easier by paper markers left by
previous climbers. There were no complaints about too many cairns
on this peak. A staunch supporter of the Anti-Litter-Campaign
welcomed the sight of an empty sardine tin as confirmation that man
had trodden there before, and thoughtfully left it there for somebody
else to find.
Back at the camp site, meanwhile, Graham had begun his siege
on the south face of the Tofana da Roszes. According to the guidebook this should have been comparatively easy, grade 4 minus, but
the topography of the face seems to have undergone some considerable change and with it the standard of the climb. It withstood all
our efforts and it was here that we suffered our only defeat. The fact
that this face seems to attract every cloud in the vicinity did not
help matters either. Successive parties only managed to get stuck
successively higher up; one more attempt might have done the
trick, but time ran out.
Moving further west towards the Falzarege Pass successful climbs
were made on the Cinque Torri, the Punta Fanis and the Cima
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Falzarego. The latter was the scene of a spectacular fall which
luckily caused no more damage than some bad bruises and badly
shattered nerves. Four weary climbers came back to camp that night
with the news that the Tarbuck Method works, that crash helmets
also offer protection against falling climbers, and forthwith proceeded to consume vast quantities of double brandies.
The walking parties had been very active and had ascended or
circumnavigated most of the nearer peaks by now. I recommended
what I thought was a gentle circular tour of the Civetta, a mountain
group some 30 miles to the south of Cortina. It meant spending two
nights at huts, but one party dispensed with one hut and turned the
first day into a 14-hour effort. It also involved the ascent of some
large vertical faces on iron spikes which were rusty, bent, wobbling or
missing altogether. There were some tricky traverses which but for
the fixed ropes would have been very hard indeed. It was aptly named
a grade 6 walk. The Civetta is a spectacular area with its huge north
wall rising vertically out of lush meadows. It is strictly "Tiger"
country and offers some of the hardest climbing in the Dolomites.
The huts are very comfortable, but it is best to avoid the Matratzenlager at the Vazzoler hut, which is situated in an outhouse and where
everybody seems to have nightmares, reflecting no doubt the
delicate nature of the climbs. The district is pure Italian and there
is none of the Austrian influence one encounters further to the
north; this is reflected in the menu and the cheaper selection consists
only of the now familiar Spaghetti and Minestrone and does not
include the Kaiserschmarrn or chopped up pancake. This is always
a good test if one wants to know where one is.
We wanted to climb Sorapiss, a lovely peak we had admired from
the camp site, and set off late one afternoon to spend the night at
the Rifugio Luzzatti where the best climbs start from. It is a lovely
path through mixed woodlands, with glorious views of the surrounding mountains, and it is easy to follow, being frequently
signposted "Rifugio Luzzatti". But all we found when we got there
was a little shack selling soft drinks, presided over by a big, fat and
cheerful lady who gleefully informed us that the hut had been burnt
down two years ago and would not be rebuilt for some time. She
could not even let us sleep on the floor of the shack since she had
her family staying for the weekend and the floor was full up, so we had
to stumble back through dark woods, surprisingly thinking it was
all very funny.
Luckily the Croda da Lago hut still stood in its usual position,
a very nice spot beside a lake. From here some good climbs were
undertaken, the Via Commune, grade 2, and the Via Sinigaglia, grade
2, on the Croda da Lago; the extremely enjoyable Haupt-Hahn
route, grade 4, on the Campanile Innerkofler, where as middle man I
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managed to loose both ropes; and the Via Commune, grade 2, on the
Becco di Mezzodi. We had the whole mountain to ourselves; as a
matter of fact, with the exception of the Tre Cime and the Cinque
Torri we had nearly all the mountains to ourselves, which is rather
surprising, since all of them provide good and interesting routes, but
somehow they seem to have gone out of fashion. Not that I am
complaining; I prefer having to dodge only the stones sent down by
my friends whom I can curse quite freely for it. I am more inhibited
with strangers.
Pomagagnon, the group nearest to the camp site, just north of
Cortina, was visited by various parties. We discovered a path through
the woods where a car could be persuaded to take one to within a
short distance of the climbs. Not very good for the car, perhaps, but
it saved two hours. The rock is excellent on this face and the climbs
very satisfying. Here Bob and Stuart did the grade 5 climb they had
been promising themselves for the last week, the Merlet-Degregorio
route on the Testa del Bartoldo. Two or three parties climbed good
routes on the Punta Fiames and Punta della Croce. I climbed the
Via Classica, grade 3, with a party of four, intending to descend by
the 5th ledge, the easy way off described in the guide-book. We got
to the top with half an hour of daylight left, still light enough to see
the ledge had it been there. Since we could not believe it had been
stolen (after all, what could one do with a ledge complete with fixed
ropes) we decided it had just become weary and had fallen off. We
too were weary by then but did not want to share its fate and descended by the easy north side of the mountain. It was quite safe, but
involved a detour of some 5 hours. We got back to camp at midnight,
the rescue party was recalled and our safe return celebrated in the bar.
Our fortnight was drawing to its close and quite a few of us used
the opportunity to spend a day in Venice and visit the open air opera
in Verona. One party was benighted, the rest came back enriched
in mind but exhausted by the heat and a surfeit of sight seeing and
ice cream. Being in the Civetta at the time I unfortunately missed
the Bacchanalia held under the guise of a farewell party, but by the
accounts of the few who could remember, and relating the cheapness
of the wine to the size of the final bill, it must have been quite a party.
However, they did remember to present the meet leader with a bottle
of brandy, bless them.
I enjoyed being a meet leader. People looked up to me, treated
me with respect, called me "Herr Bergfiihrer", pressed cigarettes and
drinks on me and brought offerings of food and wine. Alas, things
are back to normal again now.
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